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96. The product of two binomials that have a common term. 

Let x+a an<l x+b represent nny two binomia1s baving a 
common term "· llfultiplying "+ a by "+ b, 

,:+a 
x+b 
W+ax 

b~+ij 
x'+ {a+ bx+ab 

g7_ PRIXCIPLE. - Tlie prod,tét of tll'O binomials tavi11g a 
common term is equal to the sum of: the square of the c01nmon 
term, tite product of the swn o.f the unlike terms and the com1nón 
term, and the product of tite unlike lerms. 

EXERCISES 

98. l. Exp:md (x+ 2)(.i:+5) and test tbe result. 

SOLCTIOS 

The sqnare of the common term is z2 ; 

the sum of 2 ancl 5 is 7 ; 
the product of 2 and 5 is 10; 
. ·. (x + 2) (x + G) = x' + 7x + 10. 

TEST.-Uz= 1, we harn3 - O= 1+ 7 + 10, or 18 = 18. 

2. Expand (a+ 1)(a- 4) and test the result. 

SoLUTION 

The square of the common term is a2 ¡ 
thesmn of 1 and -4 is-3; 
the product of 1 n.ncl -4 is - 4; 
.·. (a+l)(a-4)=a'-3a-4. 

TEsT.-If a =4, we have 5 - O= 10-12-4, oro :;::::0. 

S. Expand (n -2)(n-3) and test the resnlt. 

SoLUTIO~ 

The squnre of the common term is n2 ; 

tbe 1nm of - 2 and - 3 is - 5; 
the product of - 2 nnd - 8 is O¡ 
:. (>1-2)(n-3)=n'-5 n +o. 

T1t~T--lf n:;:::: 3, we ha.ve 1 · O :;::::0-15 +6, oro =0. 
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Expand by inspection, and test each result: 

4 

5. 

6. 

7. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

(x+5)(x+6). 
(x + 7)(x + 8). 
(x-7)(x + 8). 
(x + 7)(x-8). 
x-5)(x-4). 

3)(x- 2). 
5)(x-1). 

x+5)(x+8). 
(p-4)(p+1). 

(r-3)(r-1). 
(n- 8)(n -12). 

(n-G)(n+15). 
(x' + 5)(x' -3). 
(x'- 7)(x1 + 6). 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

(a:"-5)(:t" + 4). 
(:t"-a) :t"-2a). 

(J¡-2 +3b). 
(z-4a)(z+3a). 

(2x+5)(2x+3). 
(2:t-7)(2x+5). 
(3y-1)(3y+2). 
(-1 .,, + 1)(4,,, _ 7). 

(ab- G)(ab + 4). 
(x'y'- a)(x'y' + 2 a). 
(3 xy + y')(J¡' - xy). 

(l>'é' + ef)(b'<!- - ef). 

(5 ab + 2 c')(5 ab - 2 e') . 

(3 a:'+ 2 y')(3 a:' -2 y'). 

By an extension of the method given above, tha product of 
any two binomi~ls having similar terms mn.y be written. 

32. Expand (2x-5)(3x+4). 

PROCESS 

2x-5 
EuLAYATIOY,-Tbe product must ha.ve a. term 

in x2, a term in x, and a numerical, or absolute, tcrm. 

X The xi!_t.erm is tbe product of 2:t and 3:t; tbe z..term 
is the sum of the partinl product.s - 5. 3 x and 2 x. 4, 
called the cross-products; and tbe absoluta term is t.he 

G af - 7 a: -10 proJuct of - 5 and 4. 

3x+4 

The process should not be used except as an a.id in expla.nation. 

Expand by inspection, and test each result: 

33. (2x+5)(3x+4). 38. (2a+5b)(.3a+2b). 
34. (3 :t-2)(2 :t-3). 39. (7 n'-2p)(2 n'- 7 p). 
35. (3a-4)(4a+3). 40. (nb'- m") (ab'-4 m:~. 
36. (3x-y)(:e-3y). 41. ( 4 r"' - 3 •") (2 r"' - 6 •"). 
37. (1z-a)(3x+2a). 42. (o:'-1 + 5 y) (2 :t-1 - 3 ¡¡). 
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SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS 

99. If 4 bananas arnl 9 Ot'anges cost 33 P, aml 4 bananas and 
G oranges cos. ~6 P, and it is requii-ed to tind the cost of 1 of 
each, ,ve rna 1plify the problem thus : 

4 bananas and 9 oranges cost 35 { 
4 bananas an<l 6 oranges cost 2li I 

Subtracting, 3 oranges cost ~ p 
lly thus eliniinati11g the cost, of the ba11anas

1 
we h 

a relation, (,1), more simple than either of the two 
tions, (1) ami (2), for it involves only one unknowu cost. 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

netl 
rela-

Or, let x represent the number of cents 1 banana costs, and 
y the 11u111bn of cents 1 orange costs. 

Then, 4 bananas will cost 4 x cents, 9 oranges 9 y cents, etc. 

4x+911=35 (1) 

Eliminating the x's, 
4x+Gy=26 (2) 

3y= 9 (3) 
y = 3, or 1 orange costs 3 /. 

Since ¡¡ = 3, 9 y in tlie first equation is equal to 27. 
Substituting 3 for y in the first equation, 

4 o,+ 27 =35, (4) 
x = 2, or 1 banana costs 2 /1. 

100. In elirninating the x's in the preceding section, equal 
numhers, 4x+Gy a.ncl 2G1 were subtracte(l from the ruembers 
of (1). Hence, Ax. 2, the results are equal, giving a true equa
tion, .3 y =9. 

This method of elimination is called elimination by subtrac
tion. 

101. How must lhe eqnations 2 x + 3 Y=16 and 5 a,-,1 y=lD 
be combine<l to eliminate the fs? 

2x+3JJ=16 
5x-a¡¡=l9 

Addiog, Ax. 1, 7 x =3J 

Thi$ method of eli1uination is called elimination by addition. 
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102. Equations like tlrnse discussed in § 99 or in§ 101, in 
wlii1:h the saine unknown uumbers ha.ve the same values, are 
calletl simultaneous equations. 

EXERCISES 

103. 1. If 2x+3y=18anu 2x+y=10,whatisthevalue 
of each unknown nurnber? 

Sor,UTION 

2x+8y=l8 

2x+ y=10 
Subtracting, Ax. 2, 2 y= 8; :. y= 4. 
Substituting 4 for y in (2), 2 .t + 4 = 10; :. ,.,. ,;..;;. 3. 

TEST.-Snbstituting 3 for x anrl 4 for y in (1) and (2), 

(1) becomes O+ 12 = 18, or 18 = 18; 

(2) becomes O + 4 = 10, nr 10 = 10. 

(!) 

(2) 

Non. -The value of y may be substitutecl in either of tbe given equa-
tions. 

Sol ve, arnl test resnlts : 
'{ 

{ 5 X+ 2y=22, {3x--ty=1G, · . 2. ""10 . 
5x+ v=21.-. 5x+-t11=48. 

{3x+4y=23, { Gx+~ y= .O, I 
3. -i,1, 

3 x+2 y=19, 
' 

X-,))j-Ü. 

-4. {4x+5y=32, 12. u~-4y""S, 
~ x+5 y= 2G. 3x-4 y-0. 

. 5 . { Í iC-2Jt= 22, 13 . { 8 x + 5 JI= í8, 
3x+2 y= 18. S x+3 !I =14. 

\) 
{G•·+7y=13, { 7 x-3 JI =39, 6. 14. 

1 
6x+ y=7. ~ ~ 5 x-3 y= 2T. 

7 . 1 9 x-2 y=-tl, 
l 7 x-2 v=:ll. 

15. { 5 y-4X= 9, 
!i Y+ 4x=4G. 

8. { 5x+3y=1G, 
2x +3 y= 10. 

16. / 8x-3y=39, 
1 8x-4y=3G. 

9. {G +'' 9? X .., !J = _..,, 
Gx-7y=4. 

17. {ix+,jy=83, 
7x-4y=47. 

, 

~ . 
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18. If,2z+311= 16 and 5 z+4 y=33, find z and y. 

SOLCTIOY 

2x+3y=!O, 
6x+4y=33. 

(1) 
(2) 

We ma.y eliminate either x or y. II we choose to eliminate x, we must 
first prepare the equations, so tbat z may have the same coefficient in 
each. Multiplying both members of (1) by 5, and both wem - of (2) 
by 2, 

!0x+lóy=80 (3) 
and !Ox+ 8y=66 (4) 

Subtracting (4) from (~), 7 y= 14; :. y= 2. 
Substituting2foryin (l), 2x+0=16; .·.x=5. 

TEST. -These values, in (1) and (2),gi,e 10 +o= 10 and25+8=33. 

NoTE. -To elimina te y i.nstead of x, proceed as follows: 
Multiplying (!) by 4, 8x+I2y=64. 
Multiplying (2) by 8, !ú x + 12 y= OO. 

Subtracting the upper equation from the lower, thus a.voiding negativa 
coefficients, 

Substituting 6 far x in (1), 

Sol ve, and test results: 

19. { Oz+2y=20, 
3x+ y=1. 

20. {6z+5y=28, 
2x+3y=12. 

21. {"'+Y=lO, 
x-y=2. 

22. { 5x +2y=40, 
3x-2y=23. 

23. { 4x-y=27, 
x-y=3. 

24. {zx+ y=l3, 
x+4y=17. 

25. { 4y-3 X=30, 
5y-6x=33. 

7x=35; :.x=6. 
!0+3y=!O; : . Y=2. 

26. {10 x+3 y=GZ, 
6x+4y=46. 

27. p1x+8y=37, 
l 5x+6y=18. 

28. [ y+'.lx=18, 
[y-2x=2. 

29,, {2y-3x=5, 
5 y+4 X=93. 

30. { 4 x-7 y=12, 
3 x+5 y=50, 

Sl. { Sx+7y=37, 
4x-3y=-1. 

32. { 11 z-5y=20, 

•\ 3x+Zy=18. 

J ,,,, 

,, 
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Problems 

104. l. The snm of two numbers is 8 and tbeir difference 
is 2. Find the numbers. 

SOLUTIOY 

Let z = the larger number, 
and y = the smaller nuwber. 

Tbe x+y;;;B, 
and x-y=2. 

Adding (1) and (2), 2 x = 10; :. x = 5. 
Subtracting (2) írom (1) 1 2 y= O¡ :. y= 3. 
Hence, the nurnbers a1·e 5 and 3. 

Fine! two num bers related to each other as fo!lows: 

2. Sum = H; difference = 8. 

(1) 
(2) 

3. Snm of 2 times tbe first and 3 times tbe second = 34 ; 
sum of 2 times the first and 5 times the second = vO. 

4. Sum = 18; sum of tbe first and 2 times the second = 20. 

5. A cotton tent is worth $10 less than a linen one of the 
same size, and 3 cotton ones cost $ 2 more than 2 linen ones. 
Find the cost of each. 

$oLUTION 

Let z = the number of dollars a. linen tent costs, 
and y= lhe number of dollars a. cotton tent costs. 

Then, x- y== 101 (1) 
and 3y-2x=2, (2) 

Multiplying (1) by 2, 
2x-2y=20. (3) 

Adding (2) and (3), y= 22, (4) 
Substituting (4) in (1), 

X-22= 10; .",X= 82. 
Ilence, a linen tent costs $32 anda cotton one 822. 

6. A steam train took 10 minutes Jonger to pass tbrough the 
Simplon tunnel than an electric train. W!iat was the time of 
each, if the steam train lacked 8 minutes of taking twice as 
long as the electl'ic train? 
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7. During one month tl1e number of arrivals and departures 
of vessels at the port of Seattle was 183. There were 5 more 
arri vals than tlepartures. Find the number of each. 

8. At one time the United States N avy had 17 coaling sta
tions on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts. If the Atlantic had 
had l less, 1t would have liatl 3 times as many as the l'acific 
coast. How man y coa.ling stations were there on eae,ast? 

9. 'l'he Jength of the Grand Canal in China is 13 s the 
approximate ]ength of the Panama Canal, and the <lifference in 
their lengths is üOO miles. Find the leugth of each. 

10. A steam train is 25 tons heavier than an electric train 
that carries as man y passengei•s. If 9 such steam trains weigh 
as much as 14 of the electric oues, fiuU. the weight oí each train. 

11. If at Christmas time 3 dozen carnations and 2 dozen 
orchids cost $30, antl 2 dozen carnations and 3 dozen orchitls 
cost $40, find the cost of each per dozen. 

12. Small goldfish are worth $4 rer hundrecl less tlian large 
ones. If 3 hundred of the former aud 2 hundred of the latter 
together cost $18, find the cost of each per hnndred. 

13. A stock car will holtl 45 more sheep tban hogs. If the 
number of animals in 10 cars of sheep is tbe same as in 2.3 cars 
of hogs, fine! the nnmber iu a car load of eacb. 

14. One sugar factory employs 2200 men in tbe factory aml 
fiel<ls. If the numuer of ficlcl hands is 100 more than tll"ic·e 
the number of factory workers, find the uumber of each. 

15. The lloosevelt dam in Arizona is 17 feet lower than thci 
Crnton <lam, and twice the height of the latter plus 3 times 
the height of the former is 1434 feet. Fiud the he1ght of eacb. 

16. The duty paid on 7 pianos entering Italy was Slí3.70. 
If the duty paicl on each upright piano was 517.37, or * 
that on each grand piano, how many pianos of each kincÍ 
wrre imported? 
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17. l'rospect l'ark is 326J acres smaller than Central Park, 
and twice the area. of the fomwr is 18'J} acres mOl'e tlian tlie 
area of the latter. I<'intl the area of each. 

18. A woman picked 5 crates of Brnssels sprouts, containing 
iu all 192 quarts. If the crates hold 32 and 48 quarts respec
ti vely, how many erales of each size tli<l she pick? 

19. Jillte year a jeweler had G93 broken watch springs brought 
tu hin. renew. 'l'be number broken in summer ]acketl 39 of 
Ueing twice the number broken in wiuter. How mn.ny were 
brokeu in summer? m winter? 

20. An engine at Sharon, Pa., weighecl 40 tons ]ess than 
5 times as much as two of its CJ.stings. The weight of thc 
whole engine, minus twire the weight of the castin~s, was 31! 
tous. Fintl the weight of the \Vbole rngine antl of the castings. 

21. In a typewritin~ contest in Paris a woman in a gh·eu 
time wrote 500 wOl'cls less th1n a m:i.n, antl twice th~ number 
th1t the man wrote is lJ,503 less than 3 times the number that 
the woma.n wrote. Fintl the number of words written by ea.ch. 

22. In United States money, 2 marks, German money, anc1 
3 francs, .French money, are valuecl at $1.0,3,3, antl 1 rnark and 
5 francs at $1.203. What is the value in Unitetl States money 
of a mark ? of a franc ? 

23. The expense of running a small automobile is estim1.te:l 
at 519 a week more than the expense of keepin~ n. horse n.nd 
taniag-e. The former can be 1un for 3 weeks for S 2.22 less 
than the latter c1n be kept for 4 weeks. What is the weekly 
expense of each ? 

ScCGESTtO"I. - Uoth equations should be expr3s3ed in terms of cents, 
or both in terms of dolla.r.3. 

24. It cost 42 cents to stop a certain train and get it bock 
to its former speed. Another tra.in of less ~peed cost 35 cents 
to stop ancl start. lf in ali both trains matle .; stops, ata cost 
of $1.89, find the number of stops made by each. -
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DIVISION 

105. Sign of the quotient. 

Since division is the in verse of multiplication, the following 
are direct consequences of the law of signs for multiplication 
given in (§ 78): 

+ ax+b=+ab; .·. +ab++a=+b. 
+ax-b=-ab; .·. -ab++a=-b. 

-ax+b=-ab; .·. -ab+ -a=+b. 

-ax-b=+ab; .·. +ab+-a=-b. 
Hence, for di vision : 

106. Law of signs. - Tlie sign of the quotient is + ,dien the 
dividend and divisor llave like signs, and - when they ltave 
unlike signs. 

EXERCISES 

107. l. Divide each of the following numbers by 2: 

G, - G, 10, -10, 14, -12, -18, 22, -8. 
2. Divide cach of the foregoing numbers by - 2. 

Perfonn the indicated divisions: 

3. í)-14 4. -3~ 5. -3)-12 6. -12Q 

7. 4+(-4). 8. 22+(-2). 9. -l+(-1). 10. -G+3. 

ll. 9+(-3). 12. -21+3. 13. 45+(-5). 14. -8+2. 

15. 3G 
16. 

28 
17. 

-42 
18. 

-20 
4 -7 G -5 

19. -99 
20. 

48 
21. 

-G3 
22. 

72 
11· -6' -7' 8 

108. To divide when the numbers are either positiva or negative. 

Division, when the numbers involved are positivP, was treated 
in§§ 30-:l8. The studeut is now preparad to divide whether 
the numbers are positive or negative, since the only new point 
in volved is tbe matter of signs, just discussed. 
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EXERCISES 

109. l. Divide -8 a'x' by 2 a'x4• 

ExPr,AXATIOY. -Since the signs of dividend and 
PlWCESS divisor are unlike, tbe sign of the quotient is - (Law of 

2 a 8x4)- 8 a":if Signs, § 100). 

_ 4 ax' 8 7 2 = 4 (Law of Coeflicients, § 33). 
a4 + a3 = a•-3 = a1 = a (Law of Exponents, § 32). 

z6 + Z" = zEH = z2 (Law of Expouents). 
llencl,tthe quotient is - 4 ax2• 

Divide: 

2. 30 m'n' by 5 mn. 6. 42 n2x2 by - G n2• 

3. - 24 x'y'z' by 8 x'y. 7. -12p'q' by 12 pq. 
4. 21 ax'y by - 7 ay. 8. - 20 ,·"s' by - 10 ,·s'. 
5. - 9 abe' by - 3 abe. 9. 40 mnv' by - 8 ,nnv. 

10. Divide 4 a'b - 6 a'b'+4 ab' by 2 ab; by - 2 ab. 

PROCESS l'ROCF,SS 

2 ab)4 a'b - 6 a'b' + 4 ab' 
2a' -3ab +2b' 

- 2 ab) 4 a'b -G a'b' +4ali' 

- 2 "' + J ab - l ú' 

TEST OF SIG:xs. - ';\Then thc divisor is positive, the signa of the quotient 
should be 1ike those of the dividend. When the divisor is uen-ative the 
signs of Lhe quoLient should be unlike tho:se of tL.e dividend. 

0 1 

Divide: 

ll. a'y - 2 ay' by ay; by - ay. 

12. 9 x'y' + 15 xy' by 3 x¡f; by - 3 xy'. 

13. - xz'- 3 xz +~••'by - xz; by xz. 

14. 3x'-6af+9 x' -12 x" by 3 ~•; by -3 x'. 

5. 30 r's' + 15 ,,,, _ 45 rs• + 75 r by 15 r; by -15 r. 

16. - t5u - t4uv + tu◄l)- t:1/v?. +tu2u1 by tn; by - til. 
17. :é'+ 2 x4+1 _ 5 x4+2 _ :i,.a+a+ 3 x4H by x°; by -X". 

18. X"'-zn-l+xn 2_ar-3+xn-4_xn-5by x2; by -:il. 
19. '!f+l -2 yn+2 + yn+3 _ 3 ynH + ynH by yn+l j by _ yn+l, 

O. a(x + y)'- ab(x + y)'+ a'b'(x + y)' by - a; by a(x + y)'. 
l.llLNE's lsT Yn. ALG. - o 
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21. Di~i<le 81 +na'+ a• by a' - 3 a+ 9; test the result. 

PROCESS 

a'+9a'+81 
a•-.~ a3 + O a2 

3 «·'+81 
3a'-9a'+2i a 

n'-3a+9 
ci' +:;a+ 9 

U a' - ~7 "+ 81 
9n'-2ia+81 

TEST 

91+ 7 
=13 

,'foTE. - The test is made by substitnting 1 for a ; similarly, the result 
may be tested by substituting any o~her \'alue fol' a, except such as gives 
for the result O+ O or any number dh·idetl by O, because we are uuable 
to determine lhe numerical value of such resulta. 

Divide, and test: 

22. ci•+lü+4a' by 2a+a'+4. 

23. x' - Gl " - GO by x' - 2 x - 3. 

24. a'-41 a-120 by a' +4 a+5. 
25. 23 x'-x'-8 x-2 x' by 5x'-4,:. 

26. a•+a'+a•+a'+3a-1 by a+l. 
27. 4y'-9y'- 1 +6 y uy 3 y+ Zy'-1. 

28. 2 a• - 5 a'b + G a'b' - 4 ab' + b' by a' - ab + b'. 

PlWCESS 

2a'-5a'b +6a'b'-4ab'+b' a'- ab+b' 
'.! a• - 2 a11b + 2 a2b2 :t a1 - a ab + b2 

-3 a'b +4a'b'-4 ali 
-3 a'b+3 a'b'-3 ab' 

a'b' - ab'' + b' 
a2b2 

- ali + b' 

TEST 

0+1 

=º 

NOTE, - lt will be observed from the test that O + 1 = O. In general, 
O+ a= O; that is, zero diviJed by any number equa1s zero, 

29. Divicle a~•- a'x' -bx' + b' by ax -b. 
30. Divide 20 x'!f-25 a" -18 y'+ 27 rey' by 6 y-5 x. . 
31. Divide a'-4a3,:+6a'x'-4 ax'+ x• by a'-2ax+./ 

• 

-·-'--
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32. Divide e'- 8 by e+ 2. 

PROCESS 

c'-8 
c'+2c' 

-2c2 -8 
-2c2-4c 

4c-8 
4c+8 

-16 

c+2 

c'-2 c+4+ -lG 
c+2 

Divide, and test results: 

33. ~• + 32 by x + 2. 35. mr,- n" by m+n. 

34. '1!-y'by x'+y'. 36. rn' + n• by rn + n. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43 . 

44. 

(45. 
··46 \._ . 

r-47. 
' 
d8. 

'49. 

50. 

x' +2 x'-2x•+ 2x'-1 by x+ l. 

y'+ 3 y'+5 y'+ 3y'+3y+5 by y+l. 

2~-i~-3~+7~-3n+2~n-~ 

y'+ 7y-10 y'-y'+l.5 by y'-2 y- 3 

7 ~•+2 x'-27 x'+l6 -8 re by x'+5 x-4. 

28 x• + 6 x'+6x'-6x- 2 by 2 + 2 x +4x'. 

25v'-20 v' +3v'+ f6v- 6 by 3 v'-8 v + 2. 

4-18 x +30 x'-23 x' + 6x' by 2x'-5 x+2. 

32x'+ 24x'-25 x- 4-16 x' by 6 x'- x-4. 

1 by 1 + x to five terms of the quotient. 

1 by 1- x to five terrns of the quoticnt. 

a3 - 6 a'+ 12 a - 8- b' by a - 2 - b. 

y'+32 x' by 16 x' + y'- 2,ry'-8 x'y + 4z'y'. 

2 - 3 n• + 13 n'" + 23 n" - 11 n .. + 6 n•• by 2 + 3 n•. 

83 

51. 6 a2"' + 5 a2"'-1 - 10 a2'"'-2 + 20 a!m-3 - lü a2"' 4 by 2 a•~ -, 
3 am-1 - 4 am-2_ 
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'\' 
·~ Special Cases in Division 

1 '• 
110. l. By actual division, 

(x'-y')+(X -y)= X+ y, 
(x'-y')+(x-y)= x'+ xy +y'. 
(x'- y')+(x-y)= x'+ x'y+ xy'+ y'. 
Observe that the dijference of the same powers of two num. 

bers is dwisible by the d((ference of the numbers. 

'Divisible 1 mea.ns 'exactly divisible,' 

2. By actual <livision, 

(x' -y')+(x+y)=x-y. 
(x'-y')+(x+y)=x'-xv+Y', rem., -Zy'. 
(x'- y')+(x + !J)= x'- x'y + x!f'-¡f. 
(x'-y')+(x+ y)= x'-x'y + x'y'- xy'+ y•, rem., -Zy'. 
Observe that the cl((ference of the same powers of two num-

bers is divisible by the snm of the nmnbers o¡¡ly when the powers 
are evm. 

3. By actual clivision, 

(x'+y'')+(x-y)=x+y, rern ., Zy'. 
(x'+y')+(x-y)=x'+x!J+y', rem., Zy'. 
(x'+y')+(x-y)=x'+x'y+xy'+¡f, rern., Zy'. 
Observe that the sum of the same powers of two numhers is 

not divisible by the cl((ference of the nmnbers. 

4. By actual division, 

'(.v'+JJ')+(x+y)=x-y, rem., Zy'. 
(.,' + ¡¡') +(x +y)=x'- xy + y'. 
(.v• + y')+(x + y)= x'-x'-y +xy'-11', rem., Zy'. 
(x' + !f')+(x+y) =x'-x'y+ x'y'- xy' + y'. 

Ob.~erve that ~he .mm of the sarue powers of two numbers is 
divisible by the suin of the numbers on/y when the powers are 
o:ld. 

111. Henc~e, the preceding conclusions may be summarized 
as follows, n being a posili ve integer : 
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PurNCIPLEs. -1. rrr-y" i.!J always divisible by x-y. 

2. z" - y" is divisible by x + y only u:J¿en n is even. 

3. x'' + y• is never divisible by x - y, 

4. x• + y• is divioióle by x + y only when n is odcl. 

112. The following law of signs may be inferred readily: 

TVhen x-y is tite divisor, the signs in the quotient are plus. 
TVhen x + JI is the divisor, the signs in tlie quotient are alter~ 

nately plus and minus. 

113. The following law of exponents also may be inferred : 

J,i the quotient the exponent of x decreases and that of y 
increases by 1 in each successive tenn, 

EXERCISBS 

114. Find quotients by inspection: 
a3 - li 

l. 
a-b 

m3 -n8 
2.--· 

m-n 
a'-8 

3. --· 
a-Z 

4. Devise a rule for divirling the difference of the cubes of 
any two numbers by the dill'ereuce of the muubers. 

Find quotients by inspection: 

m~+n3 
6. --· 

m+n 

8. Devise a rule for dividing the sum of the cubes of any 
two numbers by the sum of the numbers. 

Find qnotients by inspeclion : 

9. a'-125 
12. 

r4 - s4 
15. 1 +a' . 

a-5 ,._ 8 l+a 

10. n'+G4_ 
13. 

n6 -1 
16. x'-32 --· n+4 n-1 x-2 

11. m6 +n". 14. 
x'-1 

17. 
a'-81 ---· 

1n+11 x+l a+3 
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PARENTHESES 

115. The student has seen how parenthe,,es, ( ), are used to 
gl'oup numbers that are to be regarded as a single number. 
Other signs used in the same way are brackets, [ J; braces, 
1 ! ; the vinculum, --; autl the vertical bar, 1. 

Tbus, ali of the forms, (a+ b)c, [a+ b]c, {a+ b}c, a+ b • e, and 
a,. e, have the same weaniug. 

+1, 

These signs have the general name, signa of aggregation. 

Wben numters are included by any of the signs of aggregation, tbey 
are commouly said to be in parenthesis, ili a parenLhesis. or in parentheses. 

116. Removal of parentheses preceded by + or - . 

IIXl!RCISES 

l. Remove parentheses and simplify 3 a+ (b + e- 2 a). 

Sou;TION 

Tbe given expression indicates tha.t (b + e- 2 a) is to be addPcl to 3 a. 
This may be done by writing the terms of (b + e - 2a) after 3 a in suc
cession1 eacb wilh its proper sign, and uniting terms. 

:. 3a +(b + c-2a)= 3a + b + c-2a =• + b + c. 

2. Tiemove parentheses and simplify 4a-(2a-2b). 

SOLUTION 

The given expression indicates that ( + 2 a - 2 b) is to be subtrarted 
from 4 ri. Proceeding as in subtra.ction, that is, changing the sign of 
each term of the subtrahencl and adding, we llave 

4a-(2a-2b)=4a -2a + 2b = 2a + 2b. 

PRINCIPLES. - l. A parenthesis precederl by a plus s1gn may 
be remO'l;ed from an expression without clurnging the s1g11s of the 
terms in parentliesis. 

2. A patenthesis preceded by a rninus sígn may be remoi·ed 
from an expression, if the signs o/ all tite terms in parenthesl8 m·e 
cha11ged. 
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Simplify by removini parentheses. 

a. a+(b-c). 9. a-m+(n-m). 

4. x-(y-z). 10. a-b-(c-d). 

5. x-(-y+z). 11. 5a-2b-(a-2b). 

6. m-n-(-a). 12. a-(b-c+a)-(c-b). 

7. m-(n-2a). 13. 2xy+3y'-(i'+xy-y'). 

8. 5x -(2 x+ y). 14. 1n+(3m-n)-(2n-m)+><. 

Whe:n an expression contains parentheseS within parent.heses, 
they may be removed in succession, l.,eginni11g with either the 
outennost or the iunermost, preferably the latter. 

15. Simplify 6x-¡3a+(:Jb-2a)+4x-10b!. 

Prin. '11 

Uniting terma, 
Prin. 2. 
Uniti11g terms, 

~mplify: 

Sor,oTJoN 

6x- {~a +(Ob -2a)+4x-10b) 
= O x - {3 a+ O b - 2 a + 4x - 10 b} 
=6x- {a - b+4x) 
::cGx- a+b-4x 
=2x-a+b. 

,16. 4a+b-lx+4a+b-2y-(x-y)¡. 
' ., 
17, ab-lab + ac- a-(2a- ac)+ ~a-lacj. 

18. a+[y-15+4a-6y-3!-(7y-4a-l)J. 

19. 4 m-[p +3 n-(1n + n)+3-(G p-3 n-5m)J. 

20. ab- 15 +x-(b + e- ab + x)j +[x-(b- e- 7)]. 

r 21. 1-x-11-x- [1-x-(1-x)- (x-1)] -x+l¡. 

22. Sirnplify a2 +a(b-a)--b(Zb-3a). 

SOLUTION 

Tbe expression indicntes the Sllm of a21 a(b - a), and - h(2 b - 3 a). 

Expantling, a(b- a)=:c ab- a:.! ancl - b(2b- 3a)::c-2 b'} +3ab. 

Therefnre, writing the terms in ordn wilh their propn sb:ms, 
at+ a(b- a)- b(2b-!Ja)= a2 + ab - a'-2b'+ 3ab = 4ab-2b'. 
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Simplify: 

~- x'~(}¡-x). 

24. e' - e (e - d). 

25. {-2(x-3). 

26~ x'-y'-(x-y)'. 

d'1 c(a-b)-c(a+b). 

28. a3 -b3 -3ab(a-b). 

29. -2(x'y-xy')-5(xy'-x'y). 

30. (3 a - 2)(2 a- 3)-G(a- 2) («-1). 

@ (3m-1¡(ni+2)-3m(m+3)+2(ni+1)-- ; 

~- l.a-b)'-2(a'-b')-2a(-a-b)-4b'. 

©· (x' + 2 xy + y') (x'-2xy + y')-(x'+y') (x' +y'). 

@ y'-[2x"-xy(x-y)-y']+ 2 (x-y) (x'+ xy + y'). 

35. ~nen a= - 2, b = 3, e= 4, fine! the value of 
a'-(a- e) (b+ c)+2 b. 

SoLUTION 

a'-(a - c)(b + e)+ 2b =(- 2)'-(- 2-4)(~ + 4)+ 2,3 
=4-(-G)(,)+G 
= 4 -(-42)+G 
= 4 + 42 + 6 = 52. 

\\hen X=3, v=-4, Z=Ü, m=G, '1l=2, find tbe value of. , 

36. m(x-y)+z'. 39. (x+11)(m'.'..n)+3z. 

37. z+m'-(y'-1). 40. (m+x)'-(n-11)'-y'. 

3'8. a:'-!i'-m'+n'. 41. xyz-n(x.'..m)'-(nx)'. 

42. 3m(m-n)+4n(y-x)-7(y+z). 

43. x'J¡'(m-n)'(m+n)+(1n+n)'(m-11). ' • 
44 3m(.t-y- 11)'-(y-11- x)(n- x-y). ·l 1 ! 

45. (x+ y +z)'- xy(y +z-x) (x +z-y)-z(x +y-z). 

46. (2 x + 11)" - (x'-2 y)• - (m + 11)' (x +v+•)-' 

47. (m+n+x)"-(m+n-x)"-(m-n+x)" (-m+n+x)•. 

48. Show that (a-b+c)'=a'+b'+c'-2ab+2ac-2bc, 
when a=l, b=2, and c=3; wben a=4, b=2, and c=-1. 
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11 7. Grouping terms by means of parentheses. 

It follows from § 116 that: 

89 

PRJXCIPLES. -1 . .An?f number o.f terms of an expression may 
be inclosed in a parenthesis pl'eceded by a plus siyn witlwut chany
ing the signs ofthe terms to be inclosed. 

2. A»!/ number of terms o/ an expression may be inclosed in a 
parenthesis J)te<'eded by a minll,S sign, 1f tite signs of tite term3 
to be indosed are chanyed. 

EXERCISES 

118. l. In a'+ 2 ab + b', group the terms involving b. 

8oLUT10:S-

a2 + 2ab + b' =a' +(2ab + b'). 

2. In a' - x' -2 x¡¡ - y', group as a subtrahend the terms 
iuvolving x and y. 

SoLUTION 

a' -x' -2xy-y' = a' -(x' + 2xy + y'). 

3. In ax'+ ab + 2 x' + 2 b, group the terms involving x', and 
also the terms iuvolving b, as ad<l.ends. ¾ 

· 4. Iu a'+ 3 a'b + 3 ab' + b', group the first and fourtb terms, 
and also the seeo11<1. and third terms, as adclends. 

1n each of the following expressions group the last three 
terms as a subtrahend: 

5. a2
- l.i- 2 be- c2• 7. a'+ 2ab + b'-c'+ 2 cd-d' . 

6. a'-b' + 2bc- e'. 8. a'-2ab + b'-c'-2 cd-d'. 

9. In a'+2ab+b'-4a-4b+4, group the first three 
terms as an addend and the fo11rth and fifth as a subtrahend. 

Errors like the following are commo11. Point them out. 

10. w-x'+x-l=(x'-1)-(x'+:r). 

11. x'-11'+ 2yz - z' = x'-1.J¡' + 2yz-i1). 
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119. The use of parentheses in gronping numbers enables 
us to externl the application of cerlain cases iu multiplication. 

Tlms1 in § O! and in § 07, one or both numbers may consist of more 
Lhau one term. 

RXERCISES 

120. l. Expand (a+m-n)(a-,n+n). 

.80LUT10N 

a+ m-n = a+ (m- ,i) and a-m +n=a- (m- n) . 
. ·. [a+ m- n][u-m + n] =[a+ (m-n))[a- (m- 1')] 

§~ =--(•-0' 
§88, =a2 -(m2 -2mn+n2) 

Expand: 

2. (r + p '-- q)(r - p + q), 5. (x'+ 2 x+l)(x'+2 x-1). 

3. (r + 1' + q)(r- p- q). 6. (x'+2x-l)(x'-2x+l). 

4. (x + b + n)(x - b- n). ·1, (x'+3 x-2)(x'-3 x+2). 

8. [(a+b)+(c+d)][(a+b)-(c+d)]. 

9. (a+ b + x + y)(a+b-x -y). 

10. (a+ b +m-n)(a +b-m + n). 

11. (x-m+y-n)(x-m-y+n). 

12. (a-m-b-n)(n+m- b+n). 

13. Expand (x+y+l)(x+y-3). 

SOLUTION 

§ 97, 
(<+Y+ l)(x +y-3) =(x+11 + 1)(< +y-3) 

=(•+Yl'-2(x+y)-3 
§ a,:;, = x:i + 2 xy + y2 - 2 :r: - 2 y - S. 

Expand: 

14. (x-y-2)(x-y-8). 17. (t'-2t'-5)(t'-2t'+2). 

15. (x' + x-1)(,-'+x +3). 18. (2 s+3r+4)(2 s+3 ,·-3). 

16. (m- n + 2)(m- n- 4). 19. (2 a+5 b+6)(2 a+5 b-8). 
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121. Collecting literal coef!icients. 

EXERCISES 
Add: 

~ ax 2. bm 3. -ex 4. 

bx -cm -dx 
(a +b)x (b- c)m -(e+ cl)x 

5. ax 6. cy 7. -mp 8. 

nx -d¡¡ -np 

(t + r)a, 
(t+2r )x 

(~ t + :J 1-Jx 

(a+b), 
(2a+r)x 

Subtract the lower expression from \he upper one : 

91-mx 10. dy+az 11. ax-by 
- nx e?J-bz 2x-cy 

12. a'x+aby 
b'x+aby 

13. mx -r ny 
nx-rny 

14. (2 ,. - s)y 
(r+2.,)y 

15. Collect the coefficients of x and of y in ax-ay-bx-by. 

SoLUuo~.-The total coefficient of x is (a- b)¡ the total coefficicnt 
of y is (- a - b), or -(a+ b). 

:. ax- ay-bx-by =(a-h)x-(a + b)y. 

Collect in alphabetical arder the coefficients of x and of y in 
en.ch of the following, giving each parenthesis the sign of the 
first coefficient to be incloseu therein: 

P, 
l.6. ax-by-bx-cy+d.~-ey. 

'17. 5 ax+3 uy-2 dx+ny-5 x-y. 

18. cx-2 bx+1 ay+3 ax-lx-ty. 
19. bx+cy-2 ax+by-cx-dy. 

20. x'+ax-y'+ay. 

~-ay-ax-y'. 
22. bx-cy-2 ay+b¡¡. 

23. rx-uy-sx+2 cy. 

Group the same powers of x in each of the following: 

24. ao:' + bx'- ex+ err:' - di' - fx. 
25. x'+3x'+3x-a.-.f-3ax'+bx. 

26. i'-abx-x'-bx'-cx-mnx'+dx. 

27. ax'-x'- ax'+ i' + ax-x- ab:,,•+ w. 
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EQUATIONS AND PROBLEMS 

122. 1. Given 5(2 x -3)- 7(3 x + 5) = - 72, to find the 
value of x. 

SoLUTION 

5(2:r;- 8) - 7 (3x+5) = -72. 
10 X - 15 - 21 X - 3.-¡ = - 72. 

10 X - 21 X = 15 + !;5 - 72. 
-11 X= -22. 

Expanding, 
Transposing, 
Uniting terms, 

l1 M:ultiplying by - 1, 11 X =22. 
. ·. x=2. 

VER1F1cu10N. -Substituting 2 for x in the gil•en equation, 
5(4 - 3) - 7 (G + 5) = - i2. 

5-77 =- 72. 
Hence, 2 is a true value of x. 

Find the value of x, and verify the result, in: 

; 
2~=2x-5-(x-3). 4 . 1 = 5(2 x-4) +5 x+6. 

3. 10x-2(x-3)=22. 
0
6. 7(5-3x)~3(3-4x)-1. 

6. 4x-r=x(2-x) +2. 

7. 7(2x-3) =2-3(2x+1). 

8. 3(2-4x)-(x-1) = - 6. 

9. 4x1-4(x1-w+x-2)=4x2. 

10. 5+7(x-5)=15(x+2-~6). 

11. 2(x-5)+7=x+30-9(x.-3). 

~ ~-~~-~=~-~~-~+~ 

13. (x-4)(x+4) = (x-6)(x+5) +25. 

14. x2-(2x+3)(2x-3) + (2 x-3)2 = (x+9)(x-2)-2. 

15. 3(4-x)2 - 2(x+3) = (2 x- 3)2
- (x+ 2)(x-2) + 1. 

..._ 16. 20(2- x) + 3(x-7) -2[x + 9-3!9-8 +28!] = 23. 

17. (2x-4)2-2jx-6-3x(4+5)! =4(x+2;2+72. 

18. 3(x-7)-(x- 9)+136 = x- 2[3x + 4-(2 :r + 6 + 9x)]. 
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Literal Equations 

123. l. Find the value of x in the eq uation bx - b2 = ex - <f. 

SOLUTION 

Transposing, 
Collecting coefficients of x, 

Dividing by b - e, 

bx- b2 = cx-c2• 

bx - ex= /.¡'l - c2• 

(b- c)x= b2 -c2. 
¡¡2 _ c,2 

x=--=b+c• 
b-c 

2. I?ind the value of x in the equation x - a3 = 2 - ax • 

SOLUTION 

Transposing, 
Collecting coefficients of x, 

Dividing by\_'+ 1, 

Find the value of x in : 

3. 3(.r-a-2 b) =3 b. 

4. ,5 b=3(2x-b)-4b. 

5. c:c-c'-cl1+dx= O. 

\!· x - 1 - e = ex - <! - c4
• 

x - a3 = 2-az. 
ax+x=a3+2. 

(a+ l)x=a3 +2. 

x=ª1+2 = a2-a+ 1 +-1 _ _ 
a+l · a+l 

8. 2 m3 -mx+ nx-2n3 = O. 

9. ci2-ax-2 ab+bx+b:i= O. 

10. 2n2+5n+x= n3-nx-2. 

11. 3 ab-ci2-2 bx=2 b2 -ax. 

12. a2x-a3 + 2a2 + 5x-5a+ 10= O. 

13, ax- 2 b.t+ 3 CX= ab- 2b2 + 3bc. 

14. ex-e• - 2 c1
- 2 c2= 2 c-x+l. 

15. 9a2+4mx=-(3ax-16m2). 

16. x+ü n•- 4 n~= 1- :~nx+2n-n1• 

17. n2x-3m2n3 + nx+3m2 +x=0 . 

18. X- 3 b2 -192 b~c3 -4cx +16 c2x=0. 

19. r(x- sx-1) + ,.2(x- r+ s2) =-1-x-r(sx + 1)+rs'. 

20. a•- e- ax-bx +cx-b4c= 2 a2li2 + c(x-1) -h4(1 +e). 
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Algebraic Representation 

124. l . Find the value of x that will make 6 x equal to 48. 

2. Imlicate the protluct when the sum of x, y, and - d is 
multiplied by xy. 

3. lf a man earns a dollars per month, and bis expenses 
are b tlullaxs per mouth, how 111uch will he save in a year? 

4. Indicate the sum of "' aud z multiplied by m times the 
SUlll of X auJ y. 

5. From x subtract m times lhe sum of the squares of 
(a+u) antl (a-b). 

G. A nurnber x is eqnal to (y-e) times (d+c). Write tbe 
equ;_i,tion. 

· 7. \Yhat is the nurnher of square rods in a rectangular 
fiehl whose length is (a+b) rotls arnl width (a-b) rods? 

s. Ata factory whcre N persons were employed, the weekly 
pay roll was P dollars. Find the average earnings of each 
person per week. 

~-- Jlow rnany secon<ls are xdays +chonrs +a minutes? 

10. Express in cents the interest 011 y dollars for"' years, if 
tl1e interest for one month is z cents on one dallar. 

11. If i t takes b rnen e days to dig part of a well, and d men 
e days to finish it, how long will it take one man to dig the 
well alone? 

12. Find an expression for 5 per cent of x; y per cent of z. · 

13. A train ran ][ miles in JI hours and m miles in the suc
ceedi ng h hours. Find its .average rate per liour during each 
perio<l arn:l, cluring the whole time. 

14. A farmer has hay enough to last m cows for n days. 
llow long will it last (a-b) cows? 

15. A dealer bonght n 50-gallon banels of paint at e cents 
per gallan. He sold the paint arid gained g dollars. Find the 
selling price per gallan. 

_AJ 
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\ 
Problems 

125. Salve the following problems and verify the solutions: 
l. I bought 40 stamps for Di, cents. If part of them were 

2-cent stamps and part 3-cent stamps, how many of each clic! I 
bu¡-? 

Let 
Then, 

S0LtT1ox 

z = the number of 2-cent starnps. 
40 - x = the numUer of 3-cent starn¡:;s. 

.·. 2x+3(40-x)=V5. 
Solving, ::e= 25, tbe number of 2-cent stnmpll, 

and 40-x = ló, thc numler of 3-ct·nt starn¡1s. 

V1rn1FICAT10s. - 'fhe results obt..1,inerl mny sntisfy the equfltbm <!f /he 
probler>l aud still be i11conect1 becaus3 Lhe l'qnation 11my be iucorrel't. 
If, however, the results salisfy the conditions of the prDlJll'm, lhe sulution 
is presumably com:ct, 

1st condition: The whole nnmber of stamps bought is 40. 

25 + 15 = 40. 

2d condition : The total cost of the stamps = 9,> p. 
The cost of 25stamps@ ::!? + 15 stamps@ SP, = 95?. 

2. A eertain paper mill produces 350 tons of paper from 
sawdust eaoh week. Of this 50 tons more is usetl for news. 
papers than for wrapping paper. How many tons are use<l. far 
each? 

3. The roadway of the Connecticut Avenne conrrete hridO'e 
' o 
m ,vashington, ll.C., together with two sidewalks, is 5j feet 
witle. HOlv wide is the road way, if it is 8 feet less than twice 
the co:nbined width o[ the sidewalks? 

4. One year the box faetDl'ies of N ew England used 6,000,000 
feet of boards. The arnonnt of white pine nsed less 1,200,000 
feet was 3 times that of the other timber. How mnch white 
pine was nsed 't 

6. It costs z¡. ¡/ more a day to feecl an immi¡::rant than it 
does to feeu a llnited States prívate solt!ier. If it rosts as 
muc·h to feed 44 immigrants as it does to feed 49 privates, find 
the cost of the daily rations of each. 
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e. Of tbe 160,000 inhabitaata of Hawaii, mee u JPIIDY 
ftN Japaneee u Chineae. The rest of the inhabitant.a, or l 
of tbe folal, were Americana and Emopeans. Find the num
ber of Chineae. 

7, Thé éombined oapacity of tiro ice factoriea 'is 264 tona a 
day. If the capacity of the smaller one is increased 57 tona, 
ita capacity will be half that of the larger one. Find the 
capaclty of each. 

a. It coat a man 60 I to aencl a telegram at '30-2 ', that is, 
30/ for t.he firat 10 words and 2, for each additional word. 
How many words did the message contain? 

8ueoDTJOs. - Let z be \be numbér of worda In t.be meaap. 
'l'beD, z-10 wíll repreaenl tbe number of wonb iD ezce11 of 10 woldl. 

• ·• 80 + 2(z - 10) = 60 

t. How many worda cari be aent by telegraph from New 
Ha1:en to New York Cor 75; at the day rate, '25-2'? 

10. A long-distance telephone message coat me $1.26. The 
rate waa oO, for the fi.rst 3 minutes aod 15, for each additional 
minute. How long did the conversation laat ? 

11. The day rate for a telegram between N ew Orleans and 
New York is '60-4' and the night rate is '4<h'J.' A measage 
of a cert.ain nomber of words cost 25, lesa, to aend, at night 
than in the daytime. Find the numher of worda. 

11. A boy waa twice as old as his sister 4 yeara ago. Now 
bis aister is f as old as he is. Find the age _of eacb. 

18. Doring one ;..ontb the pead Letter Office received 
1,000,000 pieces of mail matter. If the number remaining in 
the offlce waa ¡ as many as the number retumed to the sendere, 
how many pieces were returned? 

H. An eighteen-hour train between New York and Chi 
was late 91 times during ita firat year's rnn. It was late al 
Chicago 10 times more than 50 % as many times as it was la 
at Jersey City. How many times was it late at Jersey City 
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& In China, one 1t'Oman earnecl 3 I ancl ~ 81 a day 
embroidering. The former worlled 28 daya on a pieM of 
k, and then the two ñuiahed it. If tbe labor eoat fG.O'J, 

pnr long did each work? · 

te. The ahed that shelt.ered an ainhip was MI feet in 
• r. If twioe ita length was ó2 feet more than , times 
width, what waa ita width ? ita length ? 

17, The average life of ~ollar bills is f of ayear longer than 
._ of 1-dollar billa, and .¡ as long as that of 10-dollar bilis. If 
• 10:dollar bill lasts lf yeara louger than a 1-dollar bill, find 
:t\e average life of a bill of each denomination. 

lt. A farmer'a net receipts from hena in ayear were • 00.13. 
~ 8188 aolcl for S 92.55 more than tbe chickens, and the ex
.... were S 72.Go lesa than the selling price of the eggs • 
._. did the eggs sell for? the chickena ? 

19. Upon the floor of a room 4 feet longer than it is wide is 
-llid a rog wboae area is 112 square feet leas than the area of 
6e loor. There· are 2 feet of bare ftoor on each side of the 
• What is the area of the ftoor? of the rug? 

• A party of 8 traveled second cla.c¡s from London to 
1-ia for ,ó.70 lesa than twice tbe amount paid by a party 
ti 8 tlaveling firat class. If a firat-class ticket coat S ,.16 
... thao a second-class ticket, find the price of each. 

11. A military cable and t.elegraph syatem between Seattle 
aacl Alaaka covera 4044 miles. The leugth of .t.he submarine 
_.,. is 272 miles lesa than twice that of the land telegraph. 
Thi land telegraph is 12 miles louger tban 13 times the wire
._ How long is the wireless? 

The UniW States has 280 life-saving stationa, 1 being 
-!'"'11-IIU at the falla of the Ohio River. Of tbe remaiuder, the 
~..-.. · eout has 111 times as ruany as the P.IMlific. Find the ·--ar on tbe Pacifio coast, if it laoks 2 of being t the uum

Great Lakes. 
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